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INSPECTIO:N &
BURNISHIN:G SYSTEMS

ITW pioneered the gear inspection business ov,el
sixty yeals ago, Let our experience work for you.
We :offer complete design, manufacturing, sales
and service to the gear inspeetien industry.
Products:
manual gear rolling inspection devices
gear analyzers
computerized gear rollers
semi-automatic gear inspection machines
high speed fully automatic:
• gear inspection with automated part handline
• gear burnishing equipment
Services:
installation/training/service
service contracts
design services
engineered quality management
1-

mwHeartiand
FOR IN~O.RMATION AND LITERATURE ,CALL
612-762-5223
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and accepted, (This can be
time-consuming and risky,
and may cost you money in
downtime and wrecked pan .)
Graplll'caUnterface. Many

users find a graphical interfaoe
is easier to use for data input.
This type of interface allows
operators to view the gear or
tool as they would normally
see a blueprint. This preview
win reduce scrap costs. A
graphical interface is usually
supplemental to some type

_

of menu input. Some manufacturers also offer a.diagnostic graphical interface, which
spotlights certain conditions
on screen, typicaUy on a rendering of the machine for easier problem location.
Vendors are offering Microsoft Windows-based front
ends on their CNC equipment
in order [0 provide graphical
user interfaces (OUls) 011 the
screens. The: e Windows- and
PC-based front ends add to
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Software Feature Comparison Worksheet
Note if Standard (S), optional (0) or not available (NA)
Cl Number of axes controlled by the CNC __
\l Radial hobbing cvcle
Q RadiaVaxial hobbing cvcle
Q RadiaVaxial with crowning (symmetricaVasymmetrical,
concave/convex)
Q Diagonal hobbing cycle
Q Equal and alternating bobbing cycles
Q Multiple cutting cycles (note number of cycles --l
Q Single index hobbing for helical gears
Q Single index hobbing for spur gears
Q Taper root spline cutting cycle
Q Multiple 9ear, tool and process setups; note number of
gear, tool and process setups that can be input on
the CRT and executed In a single cycle U
o Automatic hob shifting
Cl Programmable lubrication control
Q Power clamping of workpiece (manual machines)
Q Tail center operation (manual machines)
Q Automatic parts Ioadmg sequence lautomated machinas)
Q Minimum programmable increment of _mm (or inch) lin·
ear, __ rotary axis
Q Hour meter and part counter display
q Graphical spindle load display
Q Graphical axis position following error, speed, current.
input/output status display
CJ Inch or metric menu input
Q Data conversion utilities
a Context-sensitive help screens
Q On-machine gear tooth spacing measurement
o Automatic tooVworkpiece alignment
CJ Graphical user interface screens
CJ Diagnostic graphical interface
Q_---Q_---Q_---Q_----
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Swiss High Precision Uniiversall Gear Hobbing Machine
the price of the package, The
cost o'flhe PC is iii addition to
the hardware and software
normally needed to control
the machine, and industrialquality PC boards are expensive, Furthermore. as you may
already know from your experience with Windows applications on your office or home
PC. you are subject to faults
and additional genera] errors,
Be careful when buying current Windows front ends, You
may be better served by waiting untilthe bugs are worked
out or until the next (presumably more bug-free) version
of Windows '95 is released,

Gear Size c,ompensatiO'n.
Sizecompensarion is II feature
that win adjust the machine
settings to reflect changes in
the machine or part geometry
during the manufacturing process. These changes are usually can ed by heat generated
during cutting or changes in
ambient temperature.
Size compensation can be
done passively via the use of
temperature measuring devices or size correcuon estimating algorithms stored in
the software, or i.t can be done
actively via a probe measuring the current gear size or operator input
Other Features
Gear Geometry Measur.ement. Some CNC systems
can be equipped with measurement probe or other devices to provide on-machine
measurement. This option is
especially useful for applications where a large part needs
to be moved to a measurement device (gear checker).
The part must be mounted and
aligned on the measuring machine in the exact position it
held when removed from the
hobbing machine. On-machine measurement greatly re-

duces the down time when
manufacturing large, cumbersome gears.
On-machine measurement'
is usually not done on smaller,
more easily handled parts.
Since this measurement takes
time, you do not want to do it
on a gear bobbing machine in a
high-production environment
Modifications.
Can the
software you buy ea ily be
modified or edited? Can you
or someone on your staff do
the modifications, or does it
require an investment ill programming tools or outside
software engineers?
You
should also find out if process
programs can easily be edited
for custom specific cycles.
War:ranty. Ask your vendor how long the control is
under warranty by the original
manufacturer and how much
ane tended warranty costs.
Typically, the cost is very low
because of the high reliability
of modem systems.
Conclusion
Purchasing a new machine
or retrofitting an older one
with modem controls isa
large investment for any gear
cutting firm. The basic strategy for making such a purchase ucces 'fully is the same
as tor any other large capital
investment-do
your homework, Ask your vendor detailed and informed questions.
Know what your quality and
production requirements are
and convey them clearly to
your vendor. Don't buy more
machine than you need, but
certainly don't settle for less.
And remember that the lowest
bottom-line figure now does
not necessarily mean the lowest long-term costs later. 0
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How To Make Robs and
Shapers Last Longer
Between Regrinds
-.No, Nota Coating
·.No, Nota

Heat Treatment

-No, Not Smoke and Mirrors
-Yes, it's done .in house, so your tools
never Ileave your location and no
extra tool-float needed!
Our medical: ".chnology experienoe in surta.c.
.nhaneement and finishirngl has proven repeatable,
results. Thousands ,of hobs and shapers are surfaced
enhanced using our equipment every month.
Our equipment pays lor itself in reduced, Grindirng',
Recoating oosts ami Machine Downtime.
Call us today for a free tesU

Gall (,201" 227-8777

Mlkrefln:111
1275 IBloomlieldAven.ulI'
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